LITERACY WORKSHOP COMPONENTS
CURATED, CONNECTED RESOURCES
READING*

Word Study incorporated within reading
instruction to cover Foundational Skills

Interactive Read Aloud/Modeled Reading

SMALL GROUP

Shared Reading

The Balanced Literacy
Guides provide a learning
path aligned with the
Gradual Release of
Responsibility model.

Continue by closely reading a short
complex text in the Student Edition.
• Teacher leads students in reading.
• Students participate in the read.

Guided Reading
Have children practice and apply close reading skills
to Leveled Readers; use Leveled Reader Lesson Cards
to focus on skills.
•
•
•
•

Students with similar strengths read leveled texts.
Teacher differentiates and scaffolds instruction.
Teacher leans in to listen as students read.
Teacher guides and coaches.

Use the Classroom Library Selections and Lessons to focus
on vocabulary and comprehension. Have children read,
reread and integrate knowledge.
•
•
•
•

Teacher establishes rules and procedures.
Teacher provides classroom library.
Students choose reading materials.
Teacher conducts individual reading conferences.

Interactive Read Aloud/Modeled Writing
Support read alouds with Literature Big Books
and/or Interactive Read Aloud cards.
• Teacher writes and thinks aloud.
• Teacher/students interact to write text.
• Students observe and reflect.

Shared Writing
Use prompts and support in the Balanced Literacy Guide to
write about text, in shared, interactive and guided models.

Collaborative
Conversations
Choose a collaborative
Research and Inquiry
activity to continue
to build students’
understanding of the
Inquiry Question.

Ongoing
Formative
Assessment
Use Running Records,
Checklists, and Weekly
Assessments to evaluate
students’ reading
comprehension, listening,
speaking and
overall progress.

• Teacher holds pen or operates keyboard.
• Students inform pen or keyboard

Guided Writing
• Students with similar strengths gather to write.
• Teacher scaffolds instruction to preparestudents
for independent writing.
• Teacher guides and coaches as s tudents write.

Independent Writing
Continue your inquiry by writing about text,
using the Student Edition and prompts in the
Balanced Literacy Guide.
• Students use the skills they’ve learned
to write independently.
• Teacher conducts individual writing conferences.
• Teacher may have students do P eer Writing Conferences.

STRONG READERS AND WRITERS

RESOURCES TO SUPPORT
YOUR WORKSHOP
• Launching the Balanced Literacy Classroom,
a volume of professional development resources
that will introduce practitioners to the methods that
underlie a balanced literacy classroom and help plan
and extend their curriculum.
• Text Set Extension Charts, included in the Launching
Guide, add flexibility to extend a unit of study with
trade books, leveled readers, and shared reads.
• Leveled Reader At-a-Glance Charts provide
detailed information about leveled texts,
including GR levels, genres, Lexiles,
target skills, and more.

INDEPENDENT

Independent Reading

Word Study incorporated within writing
instruction to cover Foundational Skills

SMALL GROUP

INDEPENDENT

• Teacher reads and thinks aloud.
• Teacher and students interact as they read together.
• Students observe and reflect.

Gradual Release
of Responsibility

WRITING**

WHOLE GROUP

WHOLE GROUP

Support read alouds with Interactive Read Alouds
and/or Classroom Library Selections.

Includes integrated
print & digital tools

* Instructional components listed here include elements of close reading of complex texts.
** Instructional components listed here include writing to sources and/or genre writing.

IN PRACTICE

*Grade K Instructional Pathway also available

1

Listen and Talk About Inquiry Topic
Guide children in collaborative discussions.
• Listen to the read aloud and discuss the stories.
• INQUIRY: Begin exploration of the Inquiry Question.

4

VOLCANOES. Used by permission of HarperCollins Publishers.

Instructional Path: Grades 1-5*

Follow the instructional path to guide
your exploration of the text sets.
For additional resources, go to
connected.mcgraw-hill.com

Read and Write About an Extended Text
Practice and apply close reading of the Classroom
Library selection.
• Read an extended text, citing text evidence to answer text-dependent
questions.
• Use text evidence to understand how the author uses text, craft, and
structure to develop a deeper understanding of the story.
• Write a short response.
• Expand the discussion of the Inquiry Question using the extended text.
Use online resources to practice applying key skills to the text.

Use online photos and Think Aloud
Clouds to support instruction.

5

Read Short Complex Texts

Small Group Work

Model close reading.

Gradual release of support to independent work.

• Read short complex texts, citing text evidence to answer
text-dependent questions.

• Use on-level and differentiated instruction to support key skills.

• Analyze how the author uses text, craft, and structure, citing
text evidence.
• INQUIRY: Expand the discussion of the Inquiry Question using
the texts.
• QUICK CHECK: Use quick checks to determine students’ needs.
Use online resources to reinforce
application of key skills to the texts.

3

Write to Sources
Model writing to a source.

• Practice close reading using leveled texts, including an Apprentice
Leved Reader and corresponding online lesson.
• Move student ahead as they are ready.
• INQUIRY: Expand the discussion of the Inquiry Question using the texts.
Use online small group lessons for Approaching, Tier 2,
On-Level, Beyond and English Learners to continue to
differentiate instruction.

6

Integrate Knowledge and Ideas
Integrate knowledge from multiple sources.

• Analyze a short response student model.

• Conduct a short research project to extend the learning.

• Use text evidence from close reading to
write to a source.

•

See Writer’s Workspace online
to support writing instruction.

COLLABORATE
INQUIRY OUTCOME: Solidify understanding with a short
Inquiry Outcome activity.
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